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John Lloyd was the poster boy of British tennis – a former British number one, Grand Slam
finalist, Wimbledon mixed-doubles champion and Davis Cup captain. Remarkably, he and his
two brothers, David (of leisure club fame) and Tony, all played in the singles championship at
Wimbledon in the same year: a testament to the parents who believed in their sons' dreams as
the boys batted tennis balls against a garage wall in Essex. Told with humour and honesty,
John's autobiography is filled with intimate insight and captivating tales of Hollywood celebrities,
tennis icons, broadcasting greats and loves lost – from his marriage to the legendary Chris Evert
and dealings with Donald Trump to his sobering battle with cancer and drug addiction at the
heart of his family. As the story unfolds, the John of today sends letters of advice to his former
self in a yearnful act of 'if I only knew then what I know now'. What we now know for certain is
that John Lloyd has lived an extraordinary life.

About the AuthorGordon Wright produced more horsemanship champions than any other trainer
of his era, most notably William Steinkraus, George Morris, and Frank Chabot, all of whom went
onto Olympic fame. At the time of his death in 1990, he was universally acclaimed as one of the
most influential horsemen in the United States. He lived in White Plains, New York.George
Morris is a protégé of Gordon Wright. America’s most successful trainer of hunter/jumper riders,
he now serves as coach of America’s gold-winning Olympic show jumping squad. Morris lives in
Wellington, Florida.From the Inside FlapOriginally published in 1966, Learning to Ride, Hunt,
and Show is still today recognized by many equestrians as the essential handbook for riders of
every skill level. Written by Gordon Wright, acknowledged to be the founding father of American
horsemanship, this book every aspect of the fundamentals of riding, including chapters devoted
to: • Horse anatomy • Tips on grooming • Trotting, galloping, and cantering • Jumping • Caring
for a horse during illness • Equipment • Stable management Whether you are a young rider
looking to learn the fundamentals or a veritable professional seeking to perfect your technique,
Learning to Ride, Hunt, and Show is an indispensable guide to all aspects of horsemanship. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverOriginally published in
1966, Learning to Ride, Hunt, and Show is still today recognized by many equestrians as the
essential handbook for riders of every skill level. Written by Gordon Wright, acknowledged to be
the founding father of American horsemanship, this book every aspect of the fundamentals of
riding, including chapters devoted to: -Horse anatomy -Tips on grooming -Trotting, galloping,
and cantering -Jumping -Caring for a horse during illness -Equipment -Stable management
Whether you are a young rider looking to learn the fundamentals or a veritable professional
seeking to perfect your technique, Learning to Ride, Hunt, and Show is an indispensable guide
to all aspects of horsemanship. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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